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salve instead of the wound. I have long been convinced that it 
was efficacious. The directions were to keep the wound clean and 
cool, and to take care of diet, rubbing the salve on the knife or 
sword. If we remember the dreadful notions upon drugs which 
prevailed, both as to quantity and quality, we shall readily see that 
any way of not dressing the wound would have been useful. If 
the physicians had taken the hint, had been careful of diet, &c, 
and had poured the little barrels of medicine down the throat of a 
practicable doll, they would have had their magical cures as well as 
the surgeons. Matters are much improved now ; the quantity of 
medicine given, even by orthodox physicians, would have been 
called infinitesimal by their professional ancestors. Accordingly, 
the College of Physicians has a right to abandon its motto, which 
is Ars longa, vita brevis, meaning Practice is long, so life is short. 

{To be continued.) 

Note on the Possibility of the Division of the Law of Mortality into 
Geometrical Series. By W. S. B. Woolhouse, F.R.A.S. 

IF the series of the numbers living which constitute the law of 
mortality could be approximately derived, by collecting together 
the corresponding terms of a limited number of geometrical pro- 
gressions, it is evident that the mathematical formula involving 
any combination of life contingencies and of the interest of money 
would expand into a certain number of geometrical series, the sum- 
mation of each of which might be easily expressed. Such a result, 
as a general principle, would not appear to be attainable, so far as 
can be judged by an example I have been induced to test with the 
Carlisle table. The investigation being rather neat, it may be 
worthy of insertion in the Journal, and, moreover, it might possibly 
be more successful if applied to some other table of mortality. 

Suppose the number living at successive ages to be capable of 
being represented by the addition of the corresponding terms of 
three geometric series. Let a, ß, y, be the common ratios of the 
respective series, and N, N1? N2, N3, &c, numbers living at con- 
secutive ages, or at equal intervals of age ; then, p, q, r, denoting 
certain numbers to be found, we must have 

N =p +q +r 
Ni=i?a +qfi +ry 
N2=/>a2 + 0/32 + /y 
it3=pa*+qß*+ry* 

&c. 
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.-.Na- N,=y (a-ß)+r (a-y) 
N!a-N2=?/3 («_/J)+ry (a-y) 
N2a-N3=r/3V-)3)+ry2(a - y) 

&o. &c. 
.-.(Na -N1)/3-(N,a-N2)=r (/3-y)(a-y) 

(N1a-N2)/3-(N2a-N3)=?-y(i3-y)(a-y) 
&c. &c. 

.•.{(Na-N,)/3-(N1a-N2)}y-{(N1a-N2)/3-(N2a-N3)}=0. 
&c. &c. 

That is, 
Na/3y-N1(a/3+/3y+ya)+N2(a4-/3 + y)-N3=O 
N1a/3y-N2(ai3+/3y+ya)+N3(a + /3+y)-N4=O. 

&c. &c. 
If, from the complete set of these equations of condition, we 

determine, by the method of least squares, the values of 
/=a + /3 + y 

m=a/3 + /3y+ya 
n=aßy; 

then, by the theory of equations, a, ß, y} will be the roots of the 
cubic 

s3- la?+mx- w=0, 
and the resolution of the problem will be effectually accomplished, 
if all the three roots of this equation should happen to be real. 

For example, take the adjusted Carlisle table for ages 10, 20, 
30 .... 90, the values of N, or numbers living, being 6460, 6090, 
5642, 5049, 4417, 3623, 2401, 983, 142. The equations of con- 
ditions are 

6460rc-6090m+5642/-5049=0 
6090rc-5642m + 5049/-4417=0 
5642rc- 5049m+4417¿- 3623=0 
5049rc-4417m+3623¿- 2401=0 
4417w- 3623m+2401¿- 983=0 
3623/i-2401m+ 983¿- 142=0 

To solve these equations, so that the sum of the squares of the 
errors shall be the least possible, we must first multiply them 
severally by the respective coefficients of n, and add together the 
products, and afterwards perform the same operation with regard 
to the coefficients of m and of /. The three equations thus obtained 
are - 

168780283ra- 149190685m + 124575597/- 96936262=0 
149190685W- 132813484m + 112209468/- 88469219=0 
124575597n- 112209468m+ 96691673/- 77989274=0 

Dividing each of them by the leading coefficient, they become 
w--8839343m+ -7380933/- -5743340=0 
w--8902264m + -7521211/- -5929943=0 
w--9007339m+ -7761687/- -6260397=0 
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and the differences of these give 
62921m- 140278J+ 186603=0 

105075m- 240476J+ 330454=0. 

Again dividing by the leading coefficients, 
m-2-22943¿+2-96567=0 
m-2-28861/+3-14494=0 

the difference of which gives 
5918J- 17927=0 

.-. ¿=3*02923 
m=3'78779 
w=l-68664. 

Hence we find that a, ß, y, are the roots of the cubic equations 
a3- 3-02923*2 + 3-78779#--l-68664=0. 

One root of this equation is *903017, and, by dividing by a?- '903017, 
the depressed equation containing the other two roots is 

32-2-12621H-l-86778=0, 
and these roots are therefore imaginary. It follows, that the con- 
dition of least squares cannot be fulfilled by real numbers, with 
reference to the Carlisle table. 

On the Influence of Railway Travelling on Public Health. By 
H. W. Porter, B.A. 

THE investigation of the different causes that tend to influence 
the health of the community, either injuriously or otherwise, is one 
of great public importance, particularly in a high-pressure age like 
the present - an age in which it is too much the custom to sacrifice 
all considerations of health and safety to a determined and eager 
desire to do in a few hours what our ancestors were content to do 
in as many days. 

1 The present remarks are due to the perusal of a most interesting 
and valuable series of papers recently published in the Lancet, and 
subsequently issued in a separate form.* 

These papers are the result of a scientific commission organized 
by the proprietors of the Lancet - a medical periodical which has 
done good service to the cause of sanitary reform, no less than to 
that of medical and surgical progress- with the express object of 
inquiring into the influence of railway travelling on health. 

* "The Influence of Railway Travelling on Public Health." From the Lancet. 
London: Robert Hardwicke, 192, Piccadilly. 
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